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Abstract

Subtropical mode water is formed in winter-time deep mixed layer due to variations in air-sea processes. In the South Atlantic,

three formation cores are identified between 30oS and 40oS: in the west, in the east, and north of the Subtropical Front. Each

one of these three types presents typical mean thickness and horizontal distribution patterns, mainly because of local dynamic

and thermodynamic characteristics of each part of the basin. In this study we assess the effects of momentum, freshwater

and radiative fluxes on the variation in volume and composition of the South Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water (SASTMW).

Sensitivity experiments were designed using the National Center for Atmospheric Research Community Earth System Model.

Multiple one-year simulations are forced with varying intensity of wind, precipitation and shortwave radiation. By comparing to

a control run, we were able to determine that the water volume variations in the east (SASTMW type 1) and south (SASTMW

type 3) are significantly affected by precipitation and shortwave radiation, and thus are more sensitive to thermodynamic

processes. On the other hand, SASTMW type 2 has a greater relationship with dynamic processes and is influenced by the

Indian–Atlantic interbasin exchanges.
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Key Points:7

• In the South Atlantic the subtropical mode waters are linked to different forcings.8
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Abstract12

Subtropical mode water is formed in winter-time deep mixed layer due to varia-13

tions in air-sea processes. In the South Atlantic, three formation cores are identified be-14

tween 30oS and 40oS: in the west, in the east, and north of the Subtropical Front. Each15

one of these three types presents typical mean thickness and horizontal distribution pat-16

terns, mainly because of local dynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of each part17

of the basin. In this study we assess the effects of momentum, freshwater and radiative18

fluxes on the variation in volume and composition of the South Atlantic Subtropical Mode19

Water (SASTMW). Sensitivity experiments were designed using the National Center for20

Atmospheric Research Community Earth System Model. Multiple one-year simulations21

are forced with varying intensity of wind, precipitation and shortwave radiation. By com-22

paring to a control run, we were able to determine that the water volume variations in23

the east (SASTMW type 1) and south (SASTMW type 3) are significantly affected by24

precipitation and shortwave radiation, and thus are more sensitive to thermodynamic25

processes. On the other hand, SASTMW type 2 has a greater relationship with dynamic26

processes and is influenced by the Indian–Atlantic interbasin exchanges.27

1 Introduction28

The formation of mode water in the subtropics is highly related to the development29

of a deep winter mixed layer (Oka & Qiu, 2012). It is characterized as a quasi-homogeneous30

vertical layer with low potential vorticity (PV) values (Hanawa & Talley, 2001). After31

its formation cycle, a pycnostad layer is trapped between the seasonal and main ther-32

mocline, and it can be advected away from the formation site (Joyce et al., 2013).33

Warren (1972) and Worthington (1976) have shown that the formation of the North34

Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water, also known as the Eighteen Degree Water, is related35

to both thermodynamic and dynamic processes. The main portion is formed due to an36

intense cooling process of the surface during the winter months (Hanawa & Talley, 2001).37

During that period, the ocean loses heat through its interface for the atmosphere, which38

reduces the sea surface temperature. That causes an increase in the density of the up-39

per layers and thus reduces its buoyancy. The portion of the ocean affected by heat loss40

is led to a convective process, generating low density gradients and, consequently, low41

PV values. Deeper mixing layers are then formed (Worthington, 1972), which can po-42

tentially transform into mode water layers (McCartney & Talley, 1982).43

The volume formed due to the buoyancy flux within a determined range of den-44

sity can be estimated through the methodology developed by Walin (1982). The forma-45

tion related to dynamic processes, on the other hand, can be attributed to processes at46

the ocean–atmosphere interface, such as wind, Ekman transport and eddies (Qiu et al.,47

2007; J. W. Holte et al., 2012). These phenomena can intensify the process of deep con-48

vection causing thickening of the water columns.49

The formation of mode waters can be identified in the polar and subtropical regions50

(Hanawa & Talley, 2001). When contained within a subtropical gyre, it is called subtrop-51

ical mode water (STMW) (Masuzawa, 1969). It is possible to observe it in all ocean basins,52

linked to regions of permanent fronts (Hanawa & Talley, 2001) as the well-known Eigh-53

teen Degree Water (Worthington, 1959) and the North Pacific STMW (Masuzawa, 1969).54

In general, the existence of up to four types of STMW can be related to their place of55

formation, density, salinity, and/or typical stratification (Talley, 1999; Hanawa & Tal-56

ley, 2001), namely: Type I is related to western boundary current extensions; Type II57

is associated with the eastern portion of the subtropical gyres, low density and higher58

stratification (Roemmich & Cornuelle, 1992); Type III is related to subpolar fronts, has59

the highest density compared to other types; and, Type IV can be considered as the Sub-60

tropical Underwater (Worthington, 1976) and is related to shallow salinity extrema.61
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To understand the formation of SASTMW we must take into account both the lo-62

cal dynamic and thermodynamic characteristics of the South Atlantic (Bernardo & Sato,63

2020). The South Atlantic subtropical gyre is formed by four main currents: the west-64

ern boundary current, Brazil Current (BC) (Stramma, 1989), which flows south along65

the Brazilian coast; the South Atlantic Current (Stramma & Peterson, 1990), that crosses66

the basin from east to west on the south side of the gyre; the Benguela Current (Stramma67

& Peterson, 1989) that flows northward on the eastern edge; and, the east-to-west South68

Equatorial Current that closes the gyre in the north part of the basin (Peterson & Stramma,69

1991; Silveira et al., 1994). Within this configuration, only the southern portion of the70

basin is related to the South Atlantic STMW (SASTMW).71

The first observations of the SASTMW were conducted by Tsuchiya et al. (1994).72

Later, Provost et al. (1999) observed three STMW types in the South Atlantic, related73

to three main ventilation windows: in the southern part of the recirculation region of the74

BC (western portion), related to the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence (BMC); in the east, linked75

to the Agulhas Leakage and Retroflection; and in the southern branch of the subtrop-76

ical gyre, close to the Subtropical Front (STF). Thus, mode water formation in the South77

Atlantic preferably occurs between 30◦S and 40◦S (Bernardo & Sato, 2020), during the78

austral winter and in the region where there is a negative cumulative heat flux (Sato &79

Polito, 2014).80

Due to the thermohaline contrast identified between BC and Malvinas Current (colder81

than the BC (Gordon & Greengrove, 1986)), the BMC is considered a region of intense82

dynamics and instability (Escoffier & Provost, 1998), presenting an intense thermal front83

with horizontal gradients around 1oC/250 m (Garzoli & Garraffo, 1989), which alter the84

region’s vertical thermal structure (Garzoli & Bianchi, 1987). Thus, it is considered one85

of the most energetic regions among the oceans (Pezzi et al., 2005). Consequently, we86

can identify intense gradients of energy and momentum flux, which vertically influence87

the atmosphere and oceanic thermodynamics, generating deep convective processes lead-88

ing to vigorous mixing (Ferreira et al., 2019). For these reasons, BMC can be considered89

an important source of thermostats (Gordon, 1981).90

Along with the BMC we can observe the STF of the South Atlantic (Legeckis &91

Gordon, 1982) that extends eastward to the Indian Ocean and forms due to the strong92

meridional temperature gradients during spring and summer time (Deacon & Britain,93

1937). Related to this feature, another mode water formation can also be considered im-94

portant for the composition of SASTMW and the Central Waters in the South Atlantic.95

This one is the Subantarctic Mode Water, which is formed between the Subantarctic Front96

and the STF (McCartney, 1977). McCartney and Talley (1982) reported exchanges be-97

tween subantarctic and subtropical waters through the use of the PV as a tracer.98

The last important feature for the SATMW formation is the Agulhas Current (Gordon,99

1985), more specifically the leakage of the eddies from the Indian Ocean (Duncombe Rae,100

1991). According to Olson et al. (1992), the Agulhas Retroflection introduces relatively101

warmer and more saline waters in the South Atlantic and that amount transported is102

associated with westerly winds (Biastoch et al., 2009; Beal et al., 2011). The subpolar103

air masses trigger the sinking of these Indian Ocean waters in the South Atlantic. Thus,104

there is a consequent influence on the formation of SASTMW (Gordon, 1985; Fine et105

al., 1988).106

General circulation models have been a useful tool to simulate subtropical mode107

waters (Hosoda et al., 2001; Rainville et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2012; Maze et al., 2013; Dong108

& Kelly, 2013) and to understand their different formation processes (Douglass et al.,109

2013) and associated variability (Peng et al., 2006; Douglass et al., 2012; Li, 2012). While110

most of the studies focus on the North Atlantic, North and South Pacific, there are no111

studies to our knowledge that have used ocean circulation models to investigate subtrop-112
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ical mode water in the South Atlantic Ocean. We are particularly interested in under-113

standing the contribution of the atmospheric factors that lead to the formation of SASTMW.114

Previous studies have shown that the most relevant atmospheric processes linked115

to the formation of mode waters (subtropical and subpolar) are the heat, freshwater and116

momentum fluxes (Hazeleger & Drijfhout, 1998; Rintoul & England, 2002; Kouketsu et117

al., 2011; J. W. Holte et al., 2012; Kelly & Dong, 2013). Changes in the air-sea inter-118

action during winter can impact the variations in physical and spatial characteristics of119

mode waters (Hanawa & Talley, 2001) beyond seasonal timescales. Studies have shown120

decadal variability of mode water formation in other basins (Qiu & Chen, 2006), with121

important implications for long term heat storage capacity. Thus, a better understand-122

ing of the atmospheric and oceanic processes and what conditions are involved in the for-123

mation of mode water will contribute to studies on long-term changes at mid-latitude124

oceans.125

In this study, we use several atmospheric scenarios through model simulation to126

understand the processes behind mode water formation in the South Atlantic. In a suc-127

cinct way, sensitivity tests were performed to examine the response of the SASTMW types128

to the changes in the solar shortwave radiation, precipitation and wind.129

2 Data and Methods130

The study relies on four different data sets that were used in two stages. For the131

first part, we sought to understand what kind of relationship is there between the for-132

mation and some atmospheric variables using reanalyses. In the second part, we explored133

the processes that led to mode water formation using sensitive numerical experiments.134

The first step of the evaluation was the identification of SASTMW. We use monthly135

mean temperature and salinity profiles from In Situ Analysis System (ISAS-15) and the136

ISAS-NRT (Near Real Time) (Gaillard et al., 2016; Kolodziejczyk et al., 2017) between137

2002 to 2019. ISAS-15 encompasses the period 2002 to 2014 while ISAS-NRT covers the138

remaining period from 2015 to 2019. Both data sets are gridded products based on Argo139

observations and they were treated as one, and hereafter referred to as ISAS. After that,140

we use correlation analysis to assess the statistical relationship between the SASTMW141

formation and the net heat flux (using the turbulent and radiative fluxes), precipitation142

minus evaporation, and 10-meter wind speed. For the correlations with atmospheric vari-143

ables we used the monthly ERA5 data set from the European Centre for Medium-Range144

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) (Hersbach et al., 2019), for the same period (2002 to 2019).145

Due to the absence of data with high temporal resolution covering the extension146

of the South Atlantic we resorted to the use of numerical simulations to observe an av-147

erage annual cycle of formation in the surface and establishment of SASTMW in the sub-148

surface. The second part of the analysis is based on numerical simulations performed with149

the Community Earth System Model v.1.2.2 (CESM1.2.2, hereafter referred to as CESM)150

(Kay et al., 2015) from the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). The CESM151

is a fully-coupled, global climate mode that allows different scenarios and configurations152

to simulate simultaneously several terrestrial systems, using up to seven geophysical mod-153

els in varied periods of time (Hurrell et al., 2013) (more details in Text S1). We use the154

model to evaluate the formation of SASTMW in daily resolution in a control run and155

in the developed experiments.156

2.1 Model description and experimental design157

The configuration of the fully coupled CESM model was based on the need to un-158

derstand how the ocean responds to an average atmospheric year (from 1948 to 2009)159

and the consequent mode water formation, without the obligation to observe the ocean’s160
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feedback to the atmosphere. Therefore, it was necessary for the ocean (POP) and sea–161

ice (CSIM) to be an active component in the model and the land (CLM) and atmospheric162

(CAM5) contribution to be a data component, i.e. the atmosphere forces the ocean but163

does not respond to ocean fields.164

The model was forced with the Coordinated Ocean-Ice Reference Experiments Ver-165

sion 2 (COREV2) from the Climate and Ocean - Variability, Predictability, and Change166

(CLIVAR project) (Large & Yeager, 2009). The atmospheric fields are displayed in a spa-167

tial grid of 1.9o×2.5o, and the ocean/sea–ice models are set in 1.125o×0.5o spatial res-168

olution in a displaced pole grid. The so-called normal year forcing (NYF) was used for169

the purpose of the sensitivity experiments. It constitutes of a 12-month climatology of170

the atmosphere fields relative to the period of 1948 to 2009 based on the NCEP/NCAR171

Reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996), which is then used to force the ocean model. Details172

of CORE2 forcing can be found at Large and Yeager (2009). The ocean model was in-173

tegrated for 52 yr and the resulting simulation was used as a control run.174

Sensitivity experiments were performed to understand how the formation of mode175

water in the South Atlantic responds to variations in surface fluxes. The climatological176

fields of precipitation rates (mm/day), downwelling shortwave radiation (W/m2), and177

10-m wind components (m/s) were amplified or reduced over the subtropical South At-178

lantic between 20◦S to 50◦S, with a gradual linear tapering toward those latitudes. Ev-179

erywhere else outside the subtropical South Atlantic region, the climatological CORE2180

fields remained unchanged (Figure S1).181

The shortwave radiation experiments (SW) involved having their annual cycle in-182

creased (SW+) or decreased (SW-) by one standard deviation based on the CORE2 in-183

terannual forcing (IAF) from 1948 to 2009 (Figure S2). The precipitation experiments184

(PT) had their annual cycle increased by 25% (PT+) and reduced by 25% (PT-). This185

factor was determined to be as close as possible to a realistic change generated if we added/subtracted186

a standard deviation from the climatological value. In this way, all the modified area can187

increase or decrease uniformly, thus disregarding points with standard deviation greater188

than the average value. The wind speed experiments (WS) had a 10% (WS+) increase189

and a 10% (WS-) reduction in the annual cycle. This change was to both wind compo-190

nents (u and v) so that the direction was preserved and only the intensity was changed.191

The different rates applied to modify each of the variables (shortwave, precipitation and192

wind speed) do not introduce any type of bias or error in the analyses. We were not com-193

paring the response of SASTMW formations between experiments, but between differ-194

ent types of SASTMW in each scenario.195

2.2 Identification of mode water196

To identify mode water we must combine two criteria: water columns with low PV197

(Equation 1), within a typical temperature range. For SASTMW, we identified layers198

with a PV less than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 and the temperature range of 13oC to 16oC199

(Bernardo & Sato, 2020). We did not use the salinity range as a parameter for select-200

ing SASTMW profiles because the amount of volume formed is more sensitive to the lim-201

its related to temperature (the selected range itself and its vertical gradient) and the ver-202

tical density variation, as we can see in the Text S2 (Figure S3 and Table S1). We also203

used a mixed layer depth (MLD) to compare with the thickness of the mode water pro-204

files, that should be greater than the mean mixed layer depth. For ISAS data, we use205

an MLD climatology (J. Holte et al., 2010) and for SASTMW identified in the model206

outputs, the model’s own estimated MLD (de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004).207

The model outputs the variable PV as default, however it was not used for the iden-208

tification because it contains other components such as the relative vorticity that is gen-209

erally considered null for the study of mode waters. Thus, for both data sets, it was nec-210

essary to estimate the isopynic PV values (Suga & Hanawa, 1995), which disregards the211
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relative vorticity and presents the following relationship:212

PV =
f

ρ

∂ρ

∂z
, (1)213

where f is the Coriolis parameter, ρ is potential density and z the depth vertical coor-214

dinate.215

After selecting the profiles containing SASTMW, we applied a cluster analysis (Sato216

& Polito, 2014) to classify the mode water into three groups as a function of tempera-217

ture, salinity, density and location. That division is important to evaluate each type of218

SASTMW independently and it was used in all subsequent analyzes.219

3 Observed relationship between SASTMW and air-sea fluxes220

In the first part of the study, we assess the observed relationship between the SASTMW221

formation and the air-sea interaction variables. For that we initially identify the mode222

water types in the region using the ISAS data. With that in hand, we can explore how223

mode water thickness co-varies with some aspects of the atmosphere and to evaluate any224

temporal delay between the air/sea layers.225

The formation period begins in June and ends in November, with maximum val-226

ues in September (Figure 1A.4). The annual cycle of mode water volume may vary over227

time. Generally the start and ending of mode water formation has the largest variations:228

June has the largest mode water volume coefficient of variation (standard deviation rel-229

ative to the mean) considering the years covered by ISAS time series. The coefficient of230

variation in June is 258.6%; it drops to 35.9% in July; reduces to 21.1% in August; de-231

creases to a minimum in September (13.7%); increases to 20.1% in October; and reaches232

the other maximum of 92.8% at the end of the cycle in November. As we can see, the233

greatest interannual variations do not occur at the peak of formation. That is, despite234

the differences observed in atmospheric processes and in the state of the ocean involved235

in the formation of the mode waters, in September the process of formation of the SASTMW236

tends to reach a stable level, slightly varying in relation to the average value. The largest237

variations in the mode water formation occur at the beginning and at the end of the sea-238

son.239

Thus, we focus our analysis on the months with the largest relative water volume240

STD, i.e. June, July and August (JJA). Figure 1 shows the grid point lagged correla-241

tion analysis between the 3-month mean atmospheric variables and the JJA mean thick-242

ness. To assess whether there is a difference in that relationship among the SASTMW243

types, we applied a cluster analysis (Subsection 2.2). The regions encompassing the three244

distinct SASTMW types during JJA are shown in Figure 2.245

Among the ERA5 atmospheric variables, we use the surface net heat flux, evap-246

oration minus precipitation (E–P) and wind speed at 10 m. The net heat flux includes247

the following components: upward latent, upward sensible, net upward longwave and net248

downward shortwave.249

To match ISAS and ERA5 grid resolutions, we linearly interpolate the SASTMW260

thickness maps to the finer grid of 1/4◦. The ERA5 atmospheric anomaly fields were then261

correlated with the ISAS thickness anomaly fields. The anomaly of the time series in each262

grid point was calculated by removing the mean annual cycle and applying a 13-month263

Blackman filter by convolution. Figure 1 exhibits the map of statistically significant cor-264

relation coefficients (p-value<0.05) per grid point and the mean annual cycle of each at-265

mospheric variable averaged over the SASTMW type area.266
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Figure 1. Column A: 2002-2009 mean annual cycle of the 1. net heat flux, 2. wind speed, and

3. evaporation minus precipitation, averaged over the area of each SASTMW type (see Figure 2A

for reference). Maps (B–D): Grid point correlation coefficients between the June-to-August

SASTMW volume anomaly and the atmospheric anomalies of 1. net heat flux, 2. wind speed,

and 3. evaporation minus precipitation, during (Column B) April-to-June, (Column C) May-

to-July, and (Column D) June-to-August. Only values statistically significant at the 95% level

based on a Student t-test are shaded in columns B to D. Colors of the plot lines and contours:

red (SASTMW1), blue (SASTMW2) and green (SASTMW3). Bottom panels: Climatology and

standard deviation (grey shaded) (A.4), and monthly (B.4) volume of SASTMW on the surface

between 2002 to 2019 from ISAS data.
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From April to August the net heat flux in the South Atlantic subtropics is nega-267

tive (Figure 1A1). Therefore, a negative correlation in Figure 1B–D1 means that the SASTMW268

thickness increases when the ocean loses heat. While the relationship between the SASTMW269

thickness and the Apr-Jun (Figure 1B1) net heat flux over the region is mainly weak and270

not spatially consistent, the May-Jul season (Figure 1C1) presents an overall negative271

correlation, and the Jun–Aug season (Figure 1D1) shows a reversed relationship. For the272

wind speed, a positive (negative) correlation represents an increase (decrease) of the mode273

water layer thickness. Since latent and sensible heat fluxes depend on wind speed, among274

other factors, the correlation patterns for wind speed are consistent with those from heat275

fluxes, but of opposite sign (Figure 1, panels B–D1 and B–D2).276

Evaporation and precipitation impose different effects over the ocean: evaporation277

increases the density of the surface and can enhance the convection process (Talley et278

al., 2011) while precipitation reduces salinity and, thus, the surface density, stabilizing279

the water column (J. W. Holte et al., 2012). Consequently, for positive (negative) val-280

ues of E-P, we expect an increase (decrease) in the density of the upper layers. This does281

not necessarily guarantee a change in SASTMW formation. This is due to the fact that282

each type of SASTMW has different typical density ranges. Therefore, the sign of the283

E-P variable can either contribute to an increase or a reduction in formation, in turn,284

related to the rates of water formation/destruction within these density ranges (Walin,285

1982) and to the buoyancy flux (Gill, 1982; Donners et al., 2005). We also note that the286
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E–P shows different values between the different types of SASTMW (Figure 1A3). For287

SASTMW2 and 3, evaporation exceeds precipitation (E – P > 0, Figure 1A3)), so, the288

positive correlation indicates that there is an increase in thickness, linked to an increase289

in the convective process. For SASTMW1, we observed that precipitation values are on290

average higher than evaporation (E – P < 0, Figure 1A3), therefore, positive correlation291

means a decrease of the density values and a thickness decrease. We can see grid points292

with positive correlations mainly in the SASTMW1 region (Figure 1, panels B–C3).293

The spatial correlation analysis show that the volume of SASTMW types respond294

significantly to variations in atmospheric variables. This statistical evidence in obser-295

vations motivate us to explore further the processes for SASTMW formation using model296

simulations where atmospheric variables can be manipulated to impact the formation297

of the STMW in the South Atlantic.298

4 Simulation of the SASTMW formation299

The interest of the analysis was to examine an average year. Since the model forc-300

ing takes into account only the climatological year and there is an slight increasing ten-301

dency in the SASTMW formation (Figure S4), we used only the second run year of the302

control run to avoid that intrinsic increase in the model. We adopted the same choice303

of year for the sensitivity runs.304

As a first approach, we evaluate the formation of SASTMW in the control run in305

response to the climatological atmospheric input data. Having an understanding of the306

formation process of each type of SASTMW, we assess the mode water response to the307

disturbances imposed in the sensitivity experiments.308

4.1 SASTMW characteristics in the control run309

The identified volume of SASTMW and the division between the three types present318

similar results to observations (Figure 1A4 and Figures 3–5G). Regarding the distribu-319

tion of the average thickness per grid point, we note that the pattern is in accordance320

with Bernardo and Sato (2020), with the largest thicknesses concentrated in the north-321

western portion of the surface layer, characterized by the presence of SASTMW1 (224±56322

m). The remaining portions have lower values, with SASTMW2 having an average thick-323

ness of 163±62 m and SASTMW3 of 156±55 m.324
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Figure 2. A: Average distribution of each type of SASTMW in the surface. Red: SASTMW1;

Blue: SASTMW2; and Green: SASTMW3. Each black circle inside the SASTMW areas mark

the point analyzed in Figure 3 to 5; the gray circle represents the point without mode water

used in Figure 6. The area within the black dashed line encompasses 90% of mode water occur-

rence during winter. B: SASTMW surface average thickness and contour of selected isotherms.

C: The same of the A, but for subsurface and with the occurrence rate during November to

June. D: SASTMW subsurface average thickness. All maps were based in the daily output of the

CESM model.
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The identification of the different types of SASTMW allowed us to define reference325

points with the highest occurrence rate for each type and the region without mode wa-326

ter (circles in Figure 2). The description of what occurs in the upper layer of the ocean327

in the study region and the consequent formation process of the three types of SASTMW328

served as a basis for comparison with the results and changes of the developed sensitiv-329

ity experiments (Section 4.2). By itself, the detailing of this process is already a great330

novelty for studies in the region and on the specific subject.331

We selected three points of interest (Figure 2A) that presented 90% of the profiles332

containing mode water from July to October: The SASTMW1 profile is centered on 32.5oW,333

37.5oS (Figure 3); SASTMW2, 4.5oE, 37oS (Figure 4); for SASTMW3, 17oE, 38oS (Fig-334

ure 5). For comparison, we select one point without the presence of mode water located335

at 33.5oW, 28oS (Figure 6). Based on this selection, we describe the mode water forma-336

tion process (Figures 3 to 5), in terms of its thermohaline characteristics, the stratifi-337

cation at each point and the relationship with the air-sea interface processes.338

In the annual cycle of SASTMW1 the subsurface layer appears throughout the whole339

year (Figure 3E). We can see a gradual contraction of that layer from the beginning of340

the year until the end of May, outset of the formation process, presenting a thickness re-341

duction of almost 25%. Until August, the lower limit of the layer remains stable, but we342

observe a more intense flattening from June to early August. The top of the subsurface343

layer is related to the sinking of the seasonal thermocline and the bottom to the posi-344

tion of the mean thermocline.345

The beginning of the formation of SASTMW1 at this point occurs in mid June,346

when the 15.5oC isotherm appears at the surface. There is a continuous but shallow layer347

of very low PV (less than 2 × 10−11 m−1 s−1) throughout May. We label this period as348

the ”preconditioning phase” where the homogeneous surface layer begins to thicken, prepar-349

ing the region for the formation process. Although the temperature is higher compared350

to the expected for the observed mode water, the ocean was already loosing heat to the351

atmosphere in that site since April (Figure 3C). That is why there was a shallow and352

very low PV mixed layer in April; thicker and more persistent than the warmer sea sur-353

face temperatures from January to March.354
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Although the ocean has been losing heat to the atmosphere during austral winter,355

the formed mode water layer remained separated from the subsurface layer by the sea-356

sonal thermocline (higher PV values in Figure 3E). During winter, precipitation increases,357

however, there is no visible effect in salinity, which also shows to increase in the surface358

layer. This is probably due to the fact that the surface wind strengthens since May, fa-359

voring evaporation and competing with the increased freshwater effect from precipita-360

tion to alter salinity. Thus, apparently, the positive precipitation anomaly does not seem361

to influence SASTMW1 as much, but instead wind speed and evaporation seem to play362

a larger role for salinity changes that lead to SASTMW1 formation. However, it is worth363

noting that SASTMW1 has the highest average salinity among the mode water types364

and the formation period was marked by an almost constant salinity (close to 35.5). Ac-365

cording to Gordon (1981), the SASTMW1 formation region, close to the highly energetic366

BMC region, is marked by regional salinity maximum.367

The thickening and sinking of the surface layer of SASTMW1 is related to a salin-368

ity increase and cooling from the beginning of the formation period until the rupture of369

the seasonal thermocline in mid-August (Figure 3C). After that, the subsurface layer be-370

comes connected with the surface. From the beginning of the year until then, the SASTMW1371

in subsurface presents greater stratification (compared to the surface layer in Figure 3E)372

but with low temperature vertical variation (Figure 3A). Due to this low gradient we es-373

timate that the change in density, that intrinsically changes the PV, is related to the strat-374

ification observed in salinity (Figure 3B). The connection of the layers (Figure 3E) cre-375

ates a window between the subsurface temperatures and the interface/surface charac-376

teristics.377

Both low temperature and high salinity after the seasonal thermocline disruption378

come from the deeper layers. The loss of buoyancy in August and September coincides379

with the maximum positive anomaly of the wind speed (Figure 3F). These two effects380

together are sufficient for the layers of low PV (around 2×10−11 m−1 s−1) to reach greater381

depths (J. W. Holte et al., 2012) (Figure 3E). The subsurface portion is ventilated not382

only during the mode waters formation process, but also after (Gordon, 1981; Rainville383

et al., 2014).384

After October, the ocean starts to gain heat through the air–sea interface (Figure 3C)390

and the mode water layer becomes less homogeneous than when there was a clear con-391

nection with the interface. In mid-October, we noticed an increase of the stratification392

in the superficial portion and by November, there is a complete isolation of the SASTMW1393

layer between the seasonal and main thermocline. Leaving aside the specifics, the pro-394

cess of formation and sinking of SASTMW1 is what we can consider as a standard ex-395

planation of the processes related to a mode water annual outcropping and subsurface396

establishment.397
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Figure 3. (A) Temperature, (B) shortwave radiation, (C) salinity, (D) precipitation, (E)

potential vorticity, (F) wind speed, and (G) surface volume variation over one year at 37.5oS,

32.5oW in the CESM control run. The dashed white contours in (A), (C) and (E) represents the

SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1

were included in the maximum value contour.

385

386

387

388

389

In Figure 2 the region demarcated as SASTMW2 (blue region) hardly presents ar-398

eas with occurrence above 90% in the surface (Figure 2A), during the winter, and it is399

nonexistent in the subsurface (Figure 2C). Because of that, we estimate that the forma-400

tion of SASTMW2 usually occurs in a shorter period compared to SASTMW1 and it does401

not have a prolonged presence in the subsurface. This is another indicative that SASTMW2402

have less persistence due to smaller thickness and more instability, typical of eastern mode403

water formations (Roemmich & Cornuelle, 1992). The instability can be seen in the en-404

hancement of the temperature vertical gradient and the consequent increase of the PV405

vertical variation (compare Figure 4E to 3E and 5E). The mode water formation in that406

point starts later if compared to other types (Figure 4E), in mid-July, along with the in-407

crease in wind intensity in that region.408

There is no formation nor disruption of a seasonal thermocline at the SASTMW2410

reference point (Figure 4E), from the beginning of the year and the main thermocline411

appears to be shallower (compared to the others reference points). There is virtually no412

connection of the SASTMW layer formed at the surface with any pre-existing layer of413

mode water. Thus, there is no intrusion of colder waters from deeper layers and conse-414

quently, the SASTMW2 has the highest average temperature (15.0±0.6oC) among the415

three types. The higher mean temperature is probably due to the superficial introduc-416

tion of relatively warmer waters (13oC to 18oC) through the Agulhas Retroflection (Olson417

et al., 1992). By the end of October, we note the increase of the stratification at the sur-418

face and the isolation of the SASTMW2 below that layer, but not as deep as the other419
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types. The bottom of the mode water layer starts to increase the PV values in mid-September420

and at the end of November. This increment justifies why in Figure 2C we do not ob-421

serve a high occurrence of mode waters in the eastern portion of the basin. We empha-422

size that SASTMW2 at this point does not respond much to variations in salinity and423

precipitation.424

Figure 4. The same for the Figure 3, but at 37oS, 4.5oE and for SASTMW2.409

SASTMW3 has annual cycle structure similar to that of SASTMW1 (compare Fig-425

ure 3E and 5E). As in SASTMW1, SASTMW3 shows high occurrence rate (greater than426

90 %) in both surface and subsurface layers (Figure 2A and C). The SASTMW3 forma-427

tion starts before comparing with the other types (Figure 5E). SASTMW3 has the low-428

est average temperature (13.8±0.4oC), as a consequence of the formation region, which429

is farther south. We can also conclude that the preconditioning phase is shorter for the430

type 3. As it is spatially related to the South Atlantic Current (Stramma, 1989) and the431

STF (Legeckis & Gordon, 1982), the formation is influenced by colder central waters,432

which in turn receive volumetric contributions from Subantarctic Mode Water (McCartney,433

1977; McCartney & Talley, 1982).434

The seasonal thermocline in the SASTMW3 region persists until the end of Au-436

gust, therefore the connection of the surface and subsurface layers takes longer to occur437

compared to the other water types, and consequently the thickening period of the SASTMW3438

is shorter (only in September). The surface–subsurface connection happens concomitantly439

with an increase in wind speed (August and September). The thickening process is lim-440

ited by three factors: the persistence of the seasonal thermocline, the shallowing of cold441

isotherms and the stratification at the surface layers. Thus, PV values are not the main442

limitations for the identification of SASTMW3. The main thermocline at that point is443

deeper (above 250 m) among the three selected points. Thus, the homogeneous layer could444
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be thicker and reach deeper isobates as much as the thermocline depth. The subsurface445

layer maintains a regular thickness around 100 m until July and because of the selection446

threshold of temperature, as the 13–isotherm elevates in depth, the same happens with447

the subsurface bottom layer. This is probably due to wind speed weakening after Septem-448

ber (Figure 5F) and the increase of the shortwave radiation (Figure 5B), after which the449

convective process looses strength.450

Figure 5. The same as Figure 3 but at 38o - 17oW and for SASTMW 3.435

At the point without SASTMW formation, we can see that the 16◦C isotherm barely452

outcrops (early October) during the typical formation period (Figure 6A). The strong453

stratification is indicative of the absence of mode water. In general, even if we select a454

broader temperature range, we would not see any subsurface isotherm outcropping at455

the surface. The salinity (Figure 5C) shows an homogeneous layer connected with the456

surface between 35.550 and 35.575. However, as observed in cases containing SASTMW,457

that does not seem to determine the formation of mode waters. The high PV values (Fig-458

ure 5E) coincide with layers of low vertical temperature gradient. Therefore analyzing459

the temperature and the PV is enough for the determination of regions containing mode460

water.461
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Figure 6. The same as Figure 3 but at 28oS, 33.5oW and without SASTMW of any type.451

4.2 Simulated SASTMW in the sensitivity experiments462

The sensitivity experiments were designed to understand how the formation of SASTMW463

would be impacted by different scenarios of atmospheric forcing. Six experiments were464

performed based on varying magnitudes of the climatological cycles of the following vari-465

ables: shortwave radiation (SW), precipitation (PT), and wind speed (WS). The mod-466

ification of the forcing is applied between the band of 33◦S and 37◦S (Figure S4) where467

most SASTMW forms. To the south and north of that band, there is a linear reduction468

of the atmospheric perturbation until it reaches its climatological values over a 20-degree469

latitude band.470

To analyse the results of the sensitivity experiments, we use as reference the same471

cluster division and grid points assessed in the control run (Figures 3 to 5). It is impor-472

tant to note that the presence of mode water continued to occur in the selected points.473

The vertical sections similar to those made for the analysis of the control run are arranged474

in the Supplementary Material (Figures S5 to S22).475

We present the results of changes in five SASTMW parameters: start date of mode476

water formation; date of mode water dissipation; average thickness; temperature; and477

PV during the winter period. Figure 7 shows the difference between the sensitivity ex-478

periments and the control run. Overall, we expect that an increase (decrease) in tem-479

perature is accompanied by a rise (reduction) in the PV values, and a shrink (thicken-480

ing) of the mode water layer, due to strengthened (weaker) stratification. The higher (lower)481

stratification could delay (anticipate) the beginning of the formation and anticipate (post-482

pone) the end of this process.483

An increase (decrease) in the incidence of shortwave radiation would lead to a rise484

(reduction) in the ocean’s temperature, which is not conducive for mode water forma-485
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tion. However, what draws our attention in the SW experiments is that, unlike the other486

types, the SASTMW3 thickness increases in SW+ (Figure 7C) and the SASTMW3 mean487

temperature rises in the SW- (Figure 7D) experiment. In the SW+, the 13oC isotherm,488

which is limiting for the selection of SASTMW and consequently mode water formation,489

is deeper than in the control run, thus allowing a greater thickening of warmer mode wa-490

ter layer at that point (compare Figure S17 and 5A for more details).491

Regarding the thickness decrease of SASTMW3 in the SW-, we observed the op-492

posite effect. The reduction in the incidence of shortwave radiation causes a cooling of493

the ocean and instead of the outcrop of waters between 13◦C and 13.5◦C on the surface494

(Figure 5A), the emergence of colder waters out of identification threshold occur. De-495

spite this, the average temperature increases (Figure 7D). This is related to the fact that496

the formation of SASTMW3 is interrupted almost two months earlier (Figure 7B) and497

only profiles until the beginning of September are considered, a period with warmer sur-498

face isotherms, compared to the isotherms on the surface of the control run during the499

formation period (compare Figure 5A and S18 for more details).500

It is known that precipitation can alter mixing in the upper ocean (Moum & Smyth,501

2001). If precipitation (evaporation) is greater than evaporation (precipitation), the sur-502

face of the ocean loses (gains) buoyancy, the effect being similar to the ocean been heated503

(cooled) (Cronin & Sprintall, 2009). Rainfall can isolate turbulence in the surface gen-504

erated by winds, reducing the vertical mixing and the influence of the surface forcing to505

the subsurface. On the other hand, if evaporation is superior to precipitation, convec-506

tion can be intensified (Moum & Smyth, 2001). Therefore, in the PT experiments, (Fig-507

ure S7, S8, S13, S14, S19 and S20) the ”evaporation - precipitation” relationship is al-508

tered, inverting the signal, reducing or intensifying the difference. In PT+, the convec-509

tive mixing process in the upper layers of the ocean de-intensifies or even paralyzes. In510

PT-, the reverse occur and the response of the ocean in these experiments is directly con-511

sistent with the SW scenarios. Thus, we highlight, comparing to the others types, that512

there is an anomalous inversion of the mean PV SASTMW2 in both experiments (Fig-513

ure 7E, PT+ and PT-), although the similar variation in temperature. This is an indi-514

cation that the formation of SASTMW2 is more affected by dynamic processes.515

Despite the relationship between the wind speed, net heat flux, and the evapora-524

tion processes (Talley et al., 2011), the dynamic effect of the wind on the formation of525

mode water presents a greater response from the upper ocean. Winds generate an im-526

portant mixing affecting the temperature in the upper ocean (J. W. Holte et al., 2012).527

Wind drives the Ekman transport which has a fundamental role in the interannual vari-528

ations of the mode water volume (Sloyan et al., 2010). As we increase the intensity of529

the wind (WS+), the average temperature and PV of the SASTMW layer decreases (Fig-530

ure 7) due to the strengthening of the vertical mixing and the ventilation of the upper531

layer of the oceans with deeper and colder waters. The wind reduction in the WS- has532

an inversely proportional effect on the average temperature and an inverse result in PV533

values. The reduction in thickness (Figure 7C) of SASTMW3 in WS+ is due to a pro-534

cess similar to that of the SW- (compare Figure S18 and S21 for more details), and the535

inversion of the signals in relation to the beginning day of SASTMW1 and SASTMW3536

formation (Figure 7A) is merely due to appearance of the 16oC isotherm at the surface.537
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Figure 7. Simulated mode water response to one standard deviation (±) increase and de-

crease of shortwave input values (SW+ and SW-); ±25% intensification and reduction in pre-

cipitation (PT+ and PT-); and, ±10% rise and weakening in wind speed (WS+ and WS-). All

the variables are relative to the control run (sensitivity experiment minus control run). Red:

SASTMW1. Blue: SASTMW2. Green: SASTMW3. (A) Positive (negative) values represent the

advance (delay) of the formation. (B) Negative (positive) values represent the advance (delay) of

the formation end. (C) Relative mean thickness. (D) Relative Mean temperature response from

July to October. (E) Relative mean potential vorticity from July to October.
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With a better understanding of the relationship between the formation of SASTMW540

and variables in the different experiments and the particularities observed in the Fig-541

ure 7, we can evaluate the changes generated by the scenarios of the experiments in a542

broader way. Therefore, we further investigate the response of SASTMW through 5 pa-543

rameters: mean volume, area, thickness, ocean heat storage (OHS) and STMW inten-544

sity anomaly (Figure 8). The volume quantifies how much the SASTMW formations are545

impacted in each scenario and being the volume a function of the area and thickness,546

we can determine if this change is affected more horizontally or vertically. The OHS is547

directly related to the temperature and it is a diagnosis of how much the ocean is heated548

or cooled vertically. The STMW intensity (I), estimated via a PV threshold (1.5 × 10−10
549

m−1 s−1) as a reference, allows us to assess the homogeneity of each profile (Text S3)550

(Qiu et al., 2006) (McCartney & Talley, 1982). If I is negative (positive), the profiles are551
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more (less) stratified than the control. Figure 8 shows the results for each variable of the552

sensitivity experiments relative to the control.553

Figure 8. Mean winter mode water volume, area, thickness, intensity, and ocean heat storage

(OHS) relative to the control run for each SASTMW type in each sensitivity experiment run.

538

539

Overall, SASTMW2 intensity is more sensitive than SASTMW1 and 3 to changes554

in the atmospheric forcing in all experiments (Figure 8). This is possibly due to the fact555

that the SASTMW2 region (Figure 9) already presents negative I values during winter556

(-6.8×10−9 s−1). This result is in line with the fact that the eastern subtropical portion557

of the South Atlantic has less stable water columns (more stratified) (Roemmich & Cor-558

nuelle, 1992; Bernardo & Sato, 2020). That instability is due to the proximity to the Ag-559

ulhas Retroflection which is known as a highly energetic region (Olson & Evans, 1986).560

Although mode waters can be formed in the retroflection (South Indian STMW) (Olson561

et al., 1992) resulting from the remaining winter mixed layer of the Indian Ocean, these562

formations are more stratified than the mode waters observed in the western South At-563

lantic or in the Northern Hemisphere (Toole & Warren, 1993; Hanawa & Talley, 2001).564

Thus, in experiments where there is a tendency to increase ocean stratification, regions565

that are already vertically unstable are predisposed to amplify this response.566

Unstable regions usually have negative I values. In experiments where there is a567

tendency to increase homogeneity of the surface layer, the values of I become positive.568

Thus, the increase in SASTMW2 intensity stands out in relation to other types (Figure 8).569

Following that logic, we note that the volume anomaly of SASTMW2 was greater in mag-570

nitude when the ocean became more homogeneous than when it was more stratified. In571

other words, the volume of SASTMW2 is way more affected by processes that increase572

the homogeneity of the column than the reverse.573

As expected, changes in the incidence of shortwave radiation (SW experiments) show574

the greatest effect on the OHS values, with a slight difference between the types. How-575

ever, that difference is not directly proportional to the volume. For SASTMW1, the changes576

in the SW+ case is double the changes in thickness, and in SW- that relationship is very577
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well balanced. This is because region 1 loses more heat in SW- than it gains in SW+,578

vertically altering the ocean more effectively.579

Although the three types of SASTMW presented a similar response in relation to580

the heat storage in both SW experiments (SW+ and SW-), only SASTMW2 had an al-581

most exclusive association of the change in volume with the variation in the area occu-582

pied by the mode water, with less than ±1% variation in thickness, i.e. virtually no gain583

or loss of thickness. That is, the volume was altered by the addition or reduction of pro-584

files considered sufficiently homogeneous to be labeled as subtropical mode waters. For585

SASTMW3, there is a more pronounced variation of the area, however, changes in thick-586

ness should be considered for the volume alterations. The increase in area was related587

to greater profiles associated with the cooler temperatures linked to the typical SASTMW588

and the thickness variation, to the vertical position of the 13oC isotherm.589

Figure 9B shows that SASTMW1 is related to the highest precipitation values (4.0±0.5590

mm/day), justifying that the volume of SASTMW1 was the most impacted by the changes591

imposed by the experiments. The opposite can be observed in relation to region 2, where592

there is a distribution of the lowest precipitation values (2.7±1.0 mm/day) among the593

areas and the least impact on the volume. The thickness anomaly was similar between594

the three types of SASTMW (Figure 8 PT+). Therefore, what determines the difference595

in volume among them is the anomaly of the area, with SASTMW1 being the most neg-596

atively affected. The increase in precipitation in a region that already has higher val-597

ues reduces the freshwater flux more vehemently, decreasing the amount of profiles con-598

taining STMW. In the PT-, both the thickness and area anomaly of the SASTMW1 are599

highest, however, what differentiates the impact on the volume of SASTMW2 and 3 is600

the increase in thickness. The same logic applied previously to the freshwater flux ex-601

plains the relationship obtained in this experiment.602

Yet, observing the low variation of the OHS, we understand that the influence of603

precipitation is almost exclusively dynamic. Even though the signal of the heat storage604

of the SASTMW1 is inverted compared to other types, there is no proportional effect605

on the volume anomaly (Figure 8). However, in the PT+, we observed that the volume606

of SASTMW2 practically did not vary (-1.8%). That effect was related to an increase607

of the occupied area as opposed to a reduction in thickness. Therefore, despite the ex-608

pected reduction in average thickness, the increase in precipitation in an area with low609

rate reduced the heat storage and altered the salinity of region 2, horizontally adding610

profiles that were previously not considered SASTMW2.611

The temperature variation is the inverse of WS experiment sign, and the same can612

be seen in the OHS (Figure 7D). Nevertheless, the stratification of the SASTMW2 is more613

affected than the OHS, when compared with the other types. The formation of SASTMW2614

is influenced by the Agulhas Retroflection which in addition to introducing turbulent en-615

ergy into the South Atlantic (Olson & Evans, 1986), injects relatively saltier and warmer616

water, thus representing a significant heat input into the South Atlantic system (Gordon,617

1985). In the eastern portion of the South Atlantic, we assume that the inflow of wa-618

ter from the Indian Ocean has more influence on the heat storage than the winds over619

that region. According to Bernardo and Sato (2020), there is another factor that influ-620

ences the SASTMW2 formation rate in addition to the heat flux, and the amount of heat621

transferred between the basins should be considered as a possibly factor. The influence622

of the wind on this process is in the relation of the latitudinal position of the Southern623

Hemisphere westerlies with the increase in the Agulhas Leakage (Biastoch et al., 2009),624

and not necessarily with the intensity of the winds, a factor altered in the experiments.625

Another relationship that is noteworthy is that with the increase in the WS+, SASTMW1630

has a greater gain in thickness and SASTMW3 in area. It becomes evident when we look631

at Figure 9C where region 1 has higher wind wave values in magnitude than region 3,632

so with increasing intensity of wind components, vertical pumping can be intensified down-633
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wards and thickness tends to increase. The distance between the cooler isotherms linked634

to SASTMW3 increases, and consequently the area as well. This being related to the635

direction and intensity of the winds observed in Figure 9D, such like the results for the636

same type in the SW+. The opposite process happens for the SASTMW3 in the WS-637

. In that one, the SASTMW1 region gains more heat and becomes more stratified than638

the opposite in the WS+. Therefore, the effect becomes similar to what occurs in the639

SW+.640

Figure 9. Annual mean maps for the South Atlantic of the NCAR–CESM model input data.

A. Surface Downwelling Shortwave Flux; B. Precipitation; C. Calculated wind curl (colors) and

wind vector; D. Calculated wind speed (colors) and wind vector. Red box (1): SASTMW1; blue

box (2): SASTMW2; green box (3): SASTMW3.
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5 Conclusions641

We evaluated the relationship between the formation of different types of South642

Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water with different processes at the air-sea interface. In ad-643

dition, we assessed whether there is a distinct response from each type of SASTMW to644

a given process. Significant correlation was observed between the SASTMW types from645

ISAS and the air-sea interaction variables of surface net heat flux, precipitation, evap-646

oration, and wind speed from the ERA5. That result motivated us to evaluate the for-647

mation of SASTMW in a general circulation model (NCAR CESM1.2.2), where we could648

control the intensity of the atmospheric forcing to understand the response in the mode649

water characteristics.650

The control run simulated the general features of the SASTMW with high degree651

of fidelity and allowed us to evaluate each mode water type separately and to explore652

the particularities of each formation process. Each mode water type presents distinct ther-653

mohaline composition, different formation cycles, outcrop periods and vertical stratifi-654

cation structures. Thus, giving us a hint that each formation should have a different re-655

lationship with the processes at the interface. Sensitivity experiments were designed where656

the intensity of the shortwave radiation, precipitation and wind components magnitude657

could be amplified or reduced.658

The SASTMW1 showed an increase in volume compared to the control for WS+,659

SW- and PT-, with values close to each other (i.e. 18.2±0.4%). When the volume is re-660

duced, SASTMW1 suffers the greatest impact with changes in the intensity of the winds661

and is less sensitive to the shortwave incidence increase. The variation in volume of the662

SASTMW2 has a very low relationship with precipitation, having a greater relationship663
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with the variation in wind intensity, particularly for wind intensification. Therefore, dy-664

namical processes have greater influence on this mode water. The anomaly of the SASTMW3665

volume has a lower rate in the precipitation experiments when compared to the others.666

If we evaluate the SW and WS experiments, we note that the SASTMW3 is the least667

impacted in terms of the stratification of the region, the area is always more affected than668

the thickness. Therefore, SASTMW3 is more influenced by the greater or lesser avail-669

ability of water in lower temperatures (in relation to the observation limit of SASTMW).670

Because it is a region with relatively lower heat loss, that input must come from the south-671

ernmost portion of the South Atlantic related to the Subantartic Mode Water (Tsuchiya,672

1986) or a cross-frontal transport (Smythe-Wright et al., 1998).673

In summary, our study provided insights onto air-sea processes for the formation674

of mode water in the South Atlantic. We conclude that variations in the volume of SASTMW1675

and 3 are primarily driven by changes in thermodynamical processes, while the forma-676

tion of SASTMW2 is mostly influenced by dynamical processes.677
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Introduction

The supporting information presented here in this document refers to the extra details

of the model configuration used to identify the South Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water

(Text 1) and the volume identified throughout the model’s time series (Figure S4). We

also present the tests of the possible criteria used for this identification (Text S2), the

table of the tested criteria (Table S1) and the result of these variations on the observed

volume (Figure S3).

The configuration of the developed sensitivity experiments and the basis for changing

the short wave flux for the experiments were presented in two figures (Figure S1 and S2).
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The results of the experiments by type of SASTMW are shown between Figure S5 and

S22.

Finally, the calculation of the subtropical modal water intensity (STMW) was presented

(Text S3). This is a important parameter used for the evaluation of the experiments.

Text S1.

The Community Earth System Model version 1.2.2 create simulations using up to seven

geophysical models: atmosphere, sea-ice, land, river-runoff, ocean, land-ice and ocean-

wave. These systems presents different versions: ”active” (geophysical model), ”data”,

”dead” (invalid information) or ”stub” (interface data) and the information are transmit-

ted from one system to another through a coupler that also synchronizes the step of the

models for the same time (Vertenstein et al., 2013).

Text S2.

The identification sensitivity test of the South Atlantic Subtropical Mode Water

(SASTMW) was developed to identify which criteria were more or less restrictive for

this process. The important variables for the selection of SASTMW are: temperature,

salinity, potential density, potential vorticity and vertical temperature gradient.

Therefore 14 variations of the criteria used by Bernardo and Sato (2020) were created

(Table S1). The limits of the criteria for the aforementioned variables have been enlarged

or reduced and the result on the volume of SASTMW observed on the surface and sub-

surface can be seen in the Figure S3. The volume referring to the application of criterion

No.0 (Table S1) was subtracted from each time series of the volume of the different cases.

Text S3.
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The STMW intensity (I) is defined by the vertical integral of the potential vorticity

(PV) anomaly (Qiu et al., 2006). The anomaly is calculated using a reference PV value

(Qa) relative to the threshold 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1, used in the identification of the

SASTMW. The equation of the STMW intensity is:

I =

∫ z1

z2

[Qa −Q(z)] dz, (1)

where z1 is the depth of the 16oC isotherm, z2 is the depth of the 13oC isotherm and Q(z)

is the PV value of each vertical layer.
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Figure S1. Scheme used to create the SASTMW formation sensitivity experiments over a year

using the CESM model. The central band (100) represents the total application of the changes

created in each experiment scenario. All the number (from 100 to 10) represent the percentage

of the change applied per area.
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Figure S2. Climatological time series of the shortwave downward flux component mean and

mean plus/minus n times the standard deviation for the period of 1971 to 2009, region of 25oS

to 45oS, 60oW to 20oE.
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Figure S3. Comparison between the difference of the volume resulting from the use of different

criteria for the identification of SASTMW, in relation to the criterion determined by Bernardo

and Sato (2020) and applied in the article (No.0 in Table S1). The values for each criterion are

specified in Table S1. Diagram A: Surface; B: Subsurface.
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Figure S4. Times series of volume of the SASTMW in the surface of the 52-years CESM -

Normal Year Forcing control run.
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Figure S5. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37.5oS, 32.5oW in the CESM SW+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S6. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37.5oS, 32.5oW in the CESM SW- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S7. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37.5oS, 32.5oW in the CESM PT+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S8. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37.5oS, 32.5oW in the CESM PT- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S9. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37.5oS, 32.5oW in the CESM WS+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S10. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37.5oS, 32.5oW in the CESM WS- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 1 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S11. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37oS, 4.5oE in the CESM SW+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 2 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S12. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37oS, 4.5oE in the CESM SW- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 2 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S13. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37oS, 4.5oE in the CESM PT+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 2 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S14. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37oS, 4.5oE in the CESM PT- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 2 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S15. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37oS, 4.5oE in the CESM WS+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 2 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S16. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 37oS, 4.5oE in the CESM WS- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 2 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S17. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 38oS, 17oW in the CESM SW+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 3 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S18. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 38oS, 17oW in the CESM SW- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 3 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S19. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 38oS, 17oW in the CESM PT+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 3 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S20. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 38oS, 17oW in the CESM PT- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 3 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S21. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 38oS, 17oW in the CESM WS+ experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 3 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Figure S22. Temperature, shortwave radiation, salinity, precipitation, potential vorticity, and

wind speed variation over one year at 38oS, 17oW in the CESM WS- experiment. The white

contour represents the SASTMW 3 identified throughout the cycle. All the PV values greater

than 1.5 × 10−10 m−1 s−1 were included in the maximum value contour.
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Table S1. Values used for the sensitivity test of the selection of SASTMW related to the

application of different criteria. Variables used as criteria: temperature (T); salinity (S); potential

density (ρ); potential vorticity (PV) and vertical temperature gradient(dT/dz).

No. Criteria Ref. T (oC) S ρ (kg·m−3) PVa(m−1 s−1) dT/dz (oC·m−1)

0 - 13 - 16 - - 1.5 0.02
1 S 13 - 16 35 - 36 - 1.5 0.02
2 S and ρ 13 - 16 35 - 36 26.0 - 26.6 1.5 0.02
3 ρ 13 - 16 - 26.0 - 26.6 1.5 0.02
4 +dT/dz 13 - 16 - - 1.5 0.1
5 -dT/dz 13 - 16 - - 1.5 0.019
6 -dT/dz 13 - 16 - - 1.5 0.015
7 -dT/dz 13 - 16 - - 1.5 0.01
8 -dT/dz 13 - 16 - - 1.5 0.005
9 +PV 13 - 16 - - 5.0 0.02
10 -PV 13 - 16 - - 1.4 0.02
11 -PV 13 - 16 - - 1.0 0.02
12 -PV 13 - 16 - - 0.5 0.02
13 -PV 13 - 16 - - 0.2 0.02
14 T 12 - 18 - - 1.5 0.02

a × 10−10.
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